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Structure Function Characteristics for 2 meter Temperature
and Relative Humidity in Different Horizontal Resolutions

Abstract

The isotropic correlations of forecast errors in the HIRLAM system are investigated for different
horizontal grid sizes in order to achieve an improved representation of the structure functions for
high resolution surface analysis. The investigation is performed for 2 meter temperature and
relative humidity and makes use of operational forecasts from DMI-HIRLAM at DMI, which can
support the background for a surface analysis in three different horizontal resolutions. Two
different well known methods for determining isotropic forecast error correlations are applied.
The first method compares forecasts to observations (Hollingsworth–Lönnberg Method), while
the second makes use of two different forecasts valid for the same time (NMC–Method). The
latter method is also used to investigate isotropy as well as the influence of land–sea contrast
and orography. A comparison of the two mentioned methods reveals a good correspondence
between them, and the investigation of monthly changes reveals some seasonal tendencies. A
further comparison with the structure functions currently used in the surface analysis scheme of
HIRLAM gives some hints on their applicability in the context of the different model resolutions
of DMI-HIRLAM. The results suggest a decrease in the background error correlation scales when
going to higher horizontal resolution in the forecast model.
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1 Introduction

During recent years, the trend towards high resolution weather forecasting has continued. Con-
nected to this has been the development of analysis schemes for temperature, humidity, wind and
other parameters at near surface levels (Navascues 1997) as well as in the mesoscale (Häggmark
et al. 2000). These schemes are based on optimum interpolation (Gandin 1963) and, apart from
they are univariate and 2-dimensional (horizontal), are similar to the analysis schemes that have
been used for upper level parameters in many operational numerical weather prediction systems
(Lorenc 1981).

Within the calculation of the analysis increment using OI, the statistical structure functions play a
major role. Each function represents the spatial background error covariances of a certain variable
(Hollingsworth and Lönnberg 1986). These covariances are assumed to be isotropic and homoge-
neous in order to simplify the analysis (Daley 1991). One way to estimate the background error
covariances is to use both background and observations, as proposed by Hollingsworth and Lönn-
berg (1986) and Lönnberg and Hollingsworth (1986). The method is often referred to as Hollings-
worth–Lönnberg Method and has been used for years. With the Hollingsworth–Lönnberg Method,
the determination of the structure functions needs a reliable observation network which is homo-
geneous over a long period of time. An alternative to Hollingsworth–Lönnberg Method, that also
goes back to Lönnberg and Hollingsworth (1986), is the exclusive use of background data when
evaluating the structure functions (Parrish and Derber 1992). The method is often referred to as
NMC–Method and is based on the assumption that the forecast errors grow linearly with time. The
NMC–Method has been successfully applied in recent years [e. g. Parrish and Derber 1992, Rabier
et al. 1998]. Since both methods require a homogeneous series of forecasts, the structure functions
need to be reevaluated as soon as the forecast model is changed at some major points (Puri and
Lönnberg 1991).

A scheme for the analysis of 2 meter temperature (T2m) and relative humidity (RH2m) was de-
veloped within the international HIRLAM work by Navascues (1997). The structure functions used
in the analysis scheme take care of land–sea contrast (Gustafsson 1985) and vertical displacements
(Navascues 1997). This so-called surface analysis scheme of HIRLAM was applied at DMI during a
research project concerned with T2m and RH2m analysis over Denmark for agricultural purposes
(Sattler et al. 2000). The horizontal resolution was 5 km corresponding to the operational high
resolution forecasting model for Denmark DMI-HIRLAM-D (Sass et al. 1999), which supported the
background data. This resolution was remarkably higher than usually applied in the surface anal-
ysis scheme, where background fields of up to 0:2 Æ horizontal resolution are used (Garçia–Moya
et al. 2000 and Rodŕıguez 2000), and the results of Sattler et al. 2000 suggest a reevaluation of the
structure functions for background data with such high a horizontal grid resolution.

In the following sections, the structure functions for T2m and RH2m are determined for the three
operational models DMI-HIRLAM-G, DMI-HIRLAM-E and DMI-HIRLAM-D. These three models are ar-
ranged in a triply nested mode, with horizontal resolutions of �45 km, 15 km and 5 km respectively.
Details are given by Sass et al. (1999).

Two different methods for determining a correlation of forecast errors between different locations
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within the forecasting model domain are utilized: The Hollingsworth–Lönnberg Method and the
NMC–Method, which are mentioned above. They are described in short in the sections 2.1 and
2.2. Further considerations for the application of the methods are outlined in sections 2.3 and 2.4.
Section 3 describes the application of the two mentioned methods. Section 4 shortly refers the
results to the current HIRLAM surface analysis system. Some conclusions are drawn in section 5.
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2 Structure function determination

2.1 Hollingsworth–Lönnberg Method

Within this method, the spatial structure of the background and observation error correlation is
investigated in order to derive an isotropic correlation function. The method was first applied by Hol-
lingsworth and Lönnberg (1986) and Lönnberg and Hollingsworth (1986). It determines a distance
dependent structure function for the correlation of the difference between background and observa-
tion by building correlations between all available observation points. The background data usually
refers to 6 hour forecasts, and the background error covariance between two points i and j is defined
as

b6hij =
D�

xb6i � xti

��
xb6j � xtj

�E
; (1)

where the pointed brackets denote the expectation value. Refer to the list of symbols for a description
of the variables. The observation error covariance is analogously defined as

rij =
D�

xri � xti

��
xrj � xtj

�E
: (2)

If we assume that there is no correlation between observation errors and background errors when
regarding two different arbitrarily chosen points, then the sum of equation (1) and (2) leads to

sij = b6hij + rij =
D�

xb6i � xri

��
xb6j � xrj

�E
: (3)

The sum of the covariances can be determined from available observation data and the respective
model fields without knowing the true values xt. By introducing a normalization using the auto-
correlations as proposed by Daley (1991), we can determine a correlation of differences between
background and observation for the two points i and j:

b6hij + rijp
siisjj

: (4)

If we further assume that the observations at different sites are not correlated, then

rij = 0 for i 6= j; (5)

and equation 4 reduces to

cr;l(i; j) =
b6hijp
siisjj

for i 6= j: (6)
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The correlation determined in this way still contains an uncertainty, which is due to a possible bias
in the background fields. In order to reduce the influence of bias, the following correction is applied
to the background data:

xb6corr = xb6 �
D
xb6 � xr

E
: (7)

2.2 NMC Method

Errors, which occur within the running forecast model, propagate with a certain speed within the
model domain. Thus, variables at a certain grid point become first influenced by errors from distant
grid points after a certain amount of time. As a result, the correlation of two forecast fields, which
are valid at the same time, but which refer to different forecast lengths, must include information
about the state of propagation of such errors. The correlation of two such forecasts originating from
the same model shows a spatial structure. This structure is similar to the correlations found with
the Hollingsworth–Lönnberg Method, and may be used to find error correlation scales (Parrish and
Derber 1992). It can be regarded as isotropic as a first approximation.

The formulation for calculating the correlations is analogous to the Hollingsworth–Lönnberg Me-
thod, but does not use observation data. The assumption of the Hollingsworth–Lönnberg Method,
that there is no correlation between observation errors and background errors, is not required by
the NMC–Method.

Within this work, 36 hour forecasts and 12 hour forecasts started 24 hours later are used. The
background error covariances for these two forecast lengths is

b12hij =
D�

xb12i � xti

��
xb12j � xtj

�E
(8)

b36hij =
D�

xb36i � xti

��
xb36j � xtj

�E
:

The sum of these covariances can be written as

b12hij +b36hij =
D�

xb12i � xb36i

��
xb12j � xb36j

�E
+
D�

xb12i � xti

��
xb36j � xtj

�E
+
D�

xb12j � xtj

��
xb36i � xti

�E
:

(9)

The first term on the right-hand side is what we can determine from the forecast data, namely the
covariance between the background differences. It is the analogue to the term on the right-hand
side of equation (3). Equation (9) actually states that the covariance we determine includes also
covariances between background errors from two separated points with different forecast lengths.
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If we now assume that the background errors behave linearly with respect to the forecast length, i. e.

xb12i � xti = �12i

�
xb6i � xti

�
(10)

xb36i � xti = �36i

�
xb6i � xti

�
;

and if we further assume that the proportionality factors are constant, then it is possible to write
from the equations (8) and (9) and using the 6 hour forecast error covariance:

D�
xb12i � xb36i

��
xb12j � xb36j

�E
= � b6hij (11)

With the introduction of a normalization like in the Hollingsworth–Lönnberg Method by using the
autocorrelations, we finally get for the correlation from the NMC–Method:

cr;n(i; j) =

D�
xb12i � xb36i

��
xb12j � xb36j

�E
sD�

xb12i � xb36i

�2E��
xb12j � xb36j

�2� : (12)

A correction due to forecast bias is not necessary here, because both fields originate from the same
forecast model.

2.3 Quality Control

When applying the Hollingsworth–Lönnberg Method, the results can be blurred when erroneous
observations occur. It is therefore necessary to introduce a quality check in order to reject such
data. With the simple assumption that the difference between background and observation must
not exceed a given limit, we formulate

���xb6 � xr
��� < �xmax; (13)

which at least ensures that gross errors are excluded.

2.4 Consistency

The correlation functions determined with the two above mentioned methods and described by
equation (6) and (12) respectively, contain a significant difference in their characteristic behaviour,
which becomes clear when regarding them at distance d = 0 or i = j. While

lim
d!0

cr;n = 1 (14)
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for the function from the NMC–Method (equation (12)), the limit for the function from the Hollings-
worth–Lönnberg Method (equation (6)) is

lim
d!0

cr;l =
(�b)

2

(�b)2 + (�r)2
; (15)

because the observation errors are assumed to be spatially uncorrelated, so only the local errors
contribute to the correlation (Daley 1991). This means that the correlation curve determined with
the Hollingsworth–Lönnberg Method only includes correlations that are due to the background error.

In order to compare the structure functions determined with the two methods, a further normaliza-
tion of cr;l is necessary. It is possible to normalize cr;l by using the limit from equation (15), so that
cr;l ! 1 as d ! 0. However, this limit is not really known, because �r is unknown. It includes the
random observation error, an instrument error and the uncertainty of representativeness of the ob-
servation. A quite useful estimation of the limit is possible though, if cr;l is fitted to a representative
function near d = 0. The intersection at d = 0 then is a good approximation for the limit of equation
(15).

It is assumed that the correlation curves behave in a way, where the first deviation with respect to
d is steady and goes to zero at d = 0. A suitable function to fit the curves for small values of d is a
Gaussian function:

cr;l(d) = cr;l(0) exp

 
� d2

2L2

!
for 0 � d � df : (16)

The limit df for the fitting should be chosen such that it is large enough to cover the first points of
cr;l, that are represented in the respective model. The value of cr;l(0) and L are determined during
the fitting process. The further normalized curve of cr;l then is:

cr;s(d) =
cr;l(d)

cr;l(0)
: (17)

cr;s is consistent with cr;n and makes direct comparison possible.
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3 Structure functions in DMI-HIRLAM

3.1 General

The following investigations are separated into several parts. In the first part, the purpose is to find
appropriate limits for the quality check in the application of the Hollingsworth–Lönnberg Method.
The bias correction is switched off during this part. We show the isotropic properties of the structure
functions of DMI-HIRLAM background errors in the second part by looking at the horizontal corre-
lations fields, making use of the NMC–Method. This also points out to a dependency of correlation
from the land–sea distribution. The other parts are then concerned with the actual investigation of
the isotropic structure functions in DMI-HIRLAM.

The structure function evaluations are performed with data from the three operational models DMI-
HIRLAM-G, DMI-HIRLAM-E and DMI-HIRLAM-D. The model domains are shown in figure 1. The
significant difference of their size may cause some uncertainties when comparing structure functions.
However, it can be assumed that the forecast errors of 2 meter temperature and relative humidity
are mainly influenced by changes of the surface properties like land–sea contrast, which has been
taken into account by the models (see below). What the selection of observations is concerned, an
equivalent set of observation sites is chosen for DMI-HIRLAM-G and DMI-HIRLAM-E. It contains 288
synoptic stations. The set used for DMI-HIRLAM-D includes a subset of 200 sites from these stations.

 20N

 40W  20W   0  20E

G        

E        

D        

FIG. 1: Areas covered by the three operationally running models DMI-HIRLAM-G, DMI-HIRLAM-E and DMI-
HIRLAM-D. The grid representation is in rotated geographic coordinates.
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The Hollingsworth–Lönnberg Method is applied as follows. Forecast fields based on analysis at
00 UTC and 12 UTC and valid 6 hours later are compared to synoptic observations from 06 UTC and
18 UTC respectively. The correlated differences are then referred to the distance between the respec-
tive sites. In addition to the mentioned quality control, a control of sample size is applied to reject
those samples, which have sample size below 10 per month, before the correlation determination.

The NMC–Method is applied to the 12 hour forecast based on 00 UTC analysis and the respective 36
hour forecast from the day before. The correlations are determined for selected pairs of grid points
and referred to the respective real distance between them.

The calculated correlations are not shown itself, but empirically averaged correlations for the se-
lected separation intervals (Hollingsworth and Lönnberg 1986). As the correlation samples are
large and include at least several hundred elements per averaging interval, arithmetic averaging
seems appropriate.
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FIG. 2: Correlation of background minus observation in DMI-HIRLAM-G for T2m (left) and RH2m (right),
valid for January (upper) and February (lower) respectively. The correlations are determined with 6 different
quality control limits.
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3.2 Quality Control Limits

As outlined in section 2.3, a quality check of the observations is applied, but the quality control limit
�xmax is still to be determined.

The limits for rejecting observation data are determined for both 2 meter temperature (T2m) and
relative humidity (RH2m). Data from January and February 2000 are examined. We assume that
the results are generally valid. Figure 2 shows correlation curves for the low resolution model DMI-
HIRLAM-G. As no bias correction was applied in these calculations yet, the curves from February
show high correlation values even for large distances. However, the effect from applying different
limits in the quality control can be clearly recognized for both months. The same is valid for DMI-
HIRLAM-E and DMI-HIRLAM-D (figures 3 and 4).
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FIG. 3: Correlation of background minus observation in DMI-HIRLAM-E for T2m (left) and RH2m (right),
valid for January (upper) and February (lower) respectively. The correlations are determined with 6 different
quality control limits.

The correlation in T2m for DMI-HIRLAM-G drops remarkably for those differences which are below
5 K. The curves from February even indicate the vanishing influence of the bias (figure 2 lower
left). Thus, the largest contribution to the bias seems to be due to errors within the range of 1–2 K.
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FIG. 4: Correlation of background minus observation in DMI-HIRLAM-D for T2m (left) and RH2m (right),
valid for January (upper) and February (lower) respectively. The correlations are determined with 6 different
quality control limits.

This effect also occurs in the medium resolution model (figure 3), and to a less extend in the high
resolution model (figure 4).

It can be deduced from the curves that the correlation as a whole increases with growing quality
control limit, even though the correlations for T2m from February show a slight maximum for the
5 K limit (figures 2, 3, 4 lower left respectively). The reason for this may be a growing number of
errors occurring above 5 K, which have a random behaviour.

As a result from the above experiments, a limit of 5 K in T2m is chosen for the quality check. For
RH2m, a limit of 30% seems appropriate for the further investigations.

3.3 Correlation fields

The assumption of isotropy as a major characteristic of the background error correlations is the basis
for the methods described in sections 2.1 and 2.2. The validity of this assumption is investigated
here. We make use of the NMC–Method in order to determine a horizontal field of the background
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FIG. 5: Correlation fields for DMI-HIRLAM-G for T2m (figures to the left) and RH2m (figures to the right),
determined with the NMC–Method with data from the period January to June 2000. The fields are related to
a point over the North Atlantic (upper figures) and to a location in the North Sea (lower figures). See text for
further details.

error correlation for selected points within the model domain. The data used for this investigation
are taken from the operational forecasts of T2m and RH2m of DMI-HIRLAM-G and DMI-HIRLAM-D.
The period is from January to June 2000.

The first location we consider is located over the North Atlantic at approximately 32 ÆW and 47 ÆE
(figure 5 above). This point is far enough from the coast, thus avoiding possible influence from
the land surface. It can be expected as a representative location for the North Atlantic area. In
order to cover the surrounding area appropriately, data from DMI-HIRLAM-G are used. Both the
background error correlation for T2m and for RH2m show a similar elliptic structure, with the
major principal axes oriented SW–NE. It indicates the major flow direction, where relatively strong
advective transport of field properties, including errors, takes place. The assumption of isotropy in
background error correlation seems a rather crude approximation for this location.

Another selected point is located over the North Sea (the lower part of figure 5). The correlation
distribution is almost symmetric for this location, indicating that the isotropic assumption is reason–
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FIG. 6: Correlation fields of forecast error of DMI-HIRLAM-D, determined with the NMC–Method with data
from the period January to June 2000, for T2m (figures to the left) and RH2m (figures to the right). The
upper figures show the fields relative to a point in the middle of Jutland (Bilund), the middle figures are
related to a coastal point (Skagen) and the fields in the lower figures refer to an island (Lolland).

able here. However, the influence of the land surface can be clearly recognized, at least for T2m, for
which the spatial scale of correlation is large enough to reach the coastal areas.
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It can be expected that grid representations of higher resolutions than 0.45 Æ lead to very similar
results over the sea, as other model properties remain unchanged, and grid resolution is not expected
to change the isotropic properties of the background error correlations.

Figure 6 shows the correlation fields for the background error of T2m and RH2m in DMI-HIRLAM-D
for three locations in Denmark. They represent an inland location (Bilund), a coastal point (Skagen)
and an island (Lolland) respectively. The basic isotropic structure can be recognized in all three
cases, although the influence of the land–sea contrast on the correlation structure is illuminating.
The difference in correlation drops remarkably when the surface type changes between land and sea
or vice versa.

Looking at the inland location Bilund, the correlation for T2m drops from 0.7 at the east coast of
Jutland to approximately 0.45 over the sea, and increases again up to 0.7 over Fyn (figure 6 upper
left). The same behaviour occurs for RH2m, where the correlation drops from values of about 0.6 to
0.3 at Jutland east coast and increases to almost 0.6 again over Fyn (figure 6 upper right).

A similar behaviour is found for the correlation field referring to Skagen, but just vice versa (figure
6 in the middle). The correlation drops significantly, as soon as the Swedish and the Norwegian
coast are reached. It is interesting to see in the case of T2m some correlation in background error
between the sea (Kattegat) and the Swedish lake Vännern (figure 6 middle to the right), indicating
their similar treatment within the surface model of DMI-HIRLAM-D.

The most interesting structure of background error correlation shows for the island Lolland. In both
T2m and RH2m, a sharp correlation drop occurs all around the islands’ coast. At the northern coast,
it is from 0.8 down to 0.5 for T2m (figure 6 lower to the left), and from 0.8 to 0.6 for RH2m (figure 6
lower to the right). The drop is even stronger at the southern coast, where the correlation decreases
about 50% over the sea with respect to the land. As soon as the coast of Fyn, Jutland or Northern
Germany is reached, the correlation becomes stronger with values over 0.6 for T2m and about 0.5
for RH2m.

The above investigations confirm that the assumption of isotropic structure functions for T2m and
RH2m is a reasonable approximation for the background error correlations. It is valid regardless
of the grid resolution of the model. The dependency of the structure function from the land–sea
distribution is obvious and confirms the results of previous works (Gustafsson 1985 and Häggmark
et al. 2000). It can be estimated from the figures that a correlation drop of up to 50% can occur in the
surface representation of DMI-HIRLAM-D. The correlation fields already indicate different horizontal
scales of correlation for T2m and RH2m, where the latter is smaller than the former. This difference
will be discussed in more detail in the sections below.

3.4 Isotropic correlation curves

The correlation relations are investigated for the three different models DMI-HIRLAM-G, DMI-HIRLAM-
E and DMI-HIRLAM-D within this section. The dependencies on surface properties and the monthly
changes of the correlations are examined in the following sub-sections. An estimation on correlation
scales is attempted at the end of this section.
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FIG. 7: Correlation in DMI-HIRLAM-G for the land fraction classes (upper figures) and the elevation classes
(lower figures), as described in table 1, valid for T2m (left) and RH2m (right). The curves are based on data
from the time range March 1st – May 31st, 2000.

3.4.1 Surface dependencies

As the model includes a different treatment of the surface over land and over sea, this has an
influence on the background error correlations of near surface parameters. In order to investigate
this, correlations are determined over areas with different land fraction using the NMC–Method.
Three classes of this kind are identified. They are shown in table 1.

An additional investigation is performed by separation of points with different elevation. Five classes
are identified, of which some can be considered to correspond with the classes separated with the
help of the land fraction criteria (table 1).

The correlations are calculated from operational forecast data between March and May 2000. This
time interval is assumed to be large enough to be representative and to show the important differ-
ences between the different surfaces.

Looking at the results for DMI-HIRLAM-G in figure 7, we can deduce that for T2m the background er-
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ror correlations decrease significantly over land in comparison with sea (curves lfr-000 and lfr-100,
as well as geo-0000 and geo-0100 at the left-hand side respectively). This is also true for DMI-
HIRLAM-E (figure 8), but the correlations from DMI-HIRLAM-D do not show this difference (figure
9). The situation is different for relative humidity (see right-hand side of the figures 7 – 9). The cor-
relations from DMI-HIRLAM-G show a slight decrease over land for RH2m, but only when regarding
the curves determined with the land fraction criterion. The correlations from DMI-HIRLAM-E and
DMI-HIRLAM-D tend to higher values over land for RH2m, especially with growing distance. (figures
8) and 9, right-hand side). For both T2m and RH2m can generally be stated the tendency towards
less correlation when increasing the horizontal grid resolution of the model.

TAB. 1: Classes chosen for investigating the impact of surface properties on the background error correlations.

Abbreviation Criterion Description

lfr-000 fl = 0 sea
lfr-025 5% � fl � 25% coastal regions
lfr-100 fl = 100% land

geo-0000 h � 0 sea
geo-0005 0 < h � 0:5m mainly coastal regions
geo-0100 80m � h � 120m flat land
geo-1000 1000m � h � 1100m hilly regions
geo-2000 h > 2000m mountainous regions

It is interesting to note that both the class separation of land fraction and the one for elevation
reveal the same effect what the land-sea difference in correlation is concerned. The same consistency
between the two class separation methods is found when comparing the correlations between coastal
points (lfr-025 and geo-0005) with the other curves. Compared to the curves valid for sea (lfr-000
and geo-0000), the correlation decreases at the coast. This is most significant for DMI-HIRLAM-E.

A physical reason for the decrease in background error correlation of T2m near the coast and over
land compared to the sea is probably that there are much more locally influenced processes due
to the significant change of the surface properties than there are over sea. This is true for rela-
tive humidity only in the case of coast, and only in the correlations from the models with higher
resolution.

If we take a look at 2 meter temperature and compare the respective correlation curves of the land
fraction classes from the three models (figures 7 – 9, upper left-hand side respectively), we can see
large variations from DMI-HIRLAM-G towards DMI-HIRLAM-D in the curve representing sea, whereas
there is less difference between the curves for land. This effect also occurs in the correlation curves
of the elevation classes (figures 7 – 9, lower left-hand side respectively). It is probably due to the fact
that the three models have a different coverage of the seas in their domain. Especially DMI-HIRLAM-
D covers only the North Sea and parts of the Baltic Sea, whereas DMI-HIRLAM-E and DMI-HIRLAM-G
also cover the North Atlantic, where large scale synoptic processes are dominant in contrast to the
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FIG. 8: Correlation in DMI-HIRLAM-E for the land fraction classes (upper figures) and the elevation classes
(lower figures), as described in table 1, valid for T2m (left) and RH2m (right). The curves are based on data
from the time range March 1st – May 31st, 2000.

North Sea and the Baltic Sea, which are influenced by local effects from the land.

The elevation classification includes further classes, which can be seen as representing hilly and
mountainous regions (table 1). The background error correlations of points from these classes are
also shown in figures 7, 8 and 9 for DMI-HIRLAM-G, DMI-HIRLAM-E and DMI-HIRLAM-D respectively.
Looking at the class hilly regions (geo-1000), the tendency towards less correlation continues in
comparison to flat land (geo-0100) and sea (geo-0000) for RH2m (lower right hand figures in figure
7, 8 and 9). The picture is more differentiated in T2m, where there seems to be a continued tendency
towards increased correlation with growing elevation in DMI-HIRLAM-D, but not in DMI-HIRLAM-G
(lower left-hand side figures in figures 7 – 9). There is however an uncertainty in these curves due
to the limited number of points within the respective model domain, that were found to meet the
class conditions, especially for DMI-HIRLAM-D.

The class mountainous region (geo-2000) could only be applied to the data from DMI-HIRLAM-G and
DMI-HIRLAM-E, because DMI-HIRLAM-D does not contain enough such points. What the background
error correlation in relative humidity is concerned, no significant changes in the correlations with
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FIG. 9: Correlation in DMI-HIRLAM-D for the land fraction classes (upper figures) and the elevation classes
(lower figures), as described in table 1, valid for T2m (left) and RH2m (right). The curves are based on data
from the time range March 1st – May 31st, 2000.

respect to hilly terrain (geo-1000) are found, but there is a tendency towards more correlation in
T2m, which may reflect the special treatment of the ABL in the models.

3.4.2 Comparison and monthly changes

The forecast error for a certain atmospheric parameter depends on the uncertainties arising from
the differences in the model representation for different weather situations. It is obvious that the
correlation of the background error thus changes with the synoptic pattern, and the forecast quality
for a certain forecast length is not constant. It is therefore of interest to see the development of the
correlation curves over a series months.

In order to make the curves from the Hollingsworth–Lönnberg Method (HLM-curves) and those
from the NMC–Method (NMC-curves) comparable, the HLM-curves are renormalized as described
above (section 2.4). This also makes it possible to perform a comparison with the structure functions
used in the surface analysis scheme of HIRLAM. The renormalization factor df , which is described
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FIG. 10: Correlation curves in DMI-HIRLAM-G (upper), DMI-HIRLAM-E (middle) and DMI-HIRLAM-D (lower)
for T2m, determined with the Hollingsworth–Lönnberg Method (figures to the left) and the NMC–Method
(figures to the right). Each curve represents a sample over one month. The thick solid curve (NAV) represents
the function described by Navascues (1997), the horizontal dotted line depicts e�1. See text for details.

in equation (16), was chosen to 180 km for the data from DMI-HIRLAM-G. This distance is a com-
promise between the demand to have enough data for the fitting process and the validity of the
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fitting function, which is only fulfilled for small distances. The HLM-curves from DMI-HIRLAM-E
and DMI-HIRLAM-D were renormalized in a similar way, where df was chosen to 60 km and 25 km,
respectively.

As the observations used within the Hollingsworth–Lönnberg Method are actually all located over
land, a corresponding criteria is applied in the NMC–Method in order to be consistent with the Hol-
lingsworth–Lönnberg Method. The criteria for grid point separation within the NMC-calculations is
based on land fraction and is chosen to fl � 5%.

I) MONTHLY CHANGES

Figures 10 and 11 show the correlation curves for the first six months of 2000 from the three op-
erational models at DMI, for 2 meter temperature and relative humidity respectively. There is a
clear variability from month to month in the correlations in all three models and for both parame-
ters. Concerning T2m (figure 10), the variability in the HLM-curves is similar for all three models,
whereas the NMC-curves show little less variability. The HLM-curves show a general decrease in
correlation from January to March for T2m, high correlation in April and again lower values in May
and June. The NMC-curves from DMI-HIRLAM-G for T2m clearly show a tendency towards less cor-
relation between January and June (figure 10 upper to the right). This tendency is also found to a
less extend in the curves from the other models.

The HLM-curves for RH2m have less variability than those for T2m and they have no obvious
monthly trend. The NMC-curves from DMI-HIRLAM-G for RH2m indicate the monthly trend most
clearly, with decreasing correlation values towards June, although the trend is weaker in the NMC-
curves of DMI-HIRLAM-E and DMI-HIRLAM-D. It should be mentioned that there is a slight inhomo-
geneity in the data at the end of February 2000, which is due to changes in the operational set-up of
the three models. However, higher correlations at the beginning of the year can still be recognized.

The irregular behaviour of the HLM-curves for large distances is connected with increased uncer-
tainty, especially for the curves from DMI-HIRLAM-D. It should be noted that the size of the data
sample becomes much smaller for the large distances, and the points lying close to the lateral border
become dominant. The latter may explain the tendency towards increasing values of the correlations
from DMI-HIRLAM-D at the largest possible distances due to the treatment of the lateral boundary.

II) COMPARISONS

The fitted functions for scaling the HLM-curves are not shown in the figures 10 and 11, because
only the fitted value at d = 0 is of interest (section 2.4). The figures include however the structure
functions of the HIRLAM surface analysis for 2 meter temperature and relative humidity (Navascues
1997), which are described by

cr(d) = exp

 
6X

n=1

an

�
d

R

�n�1
!
� 1; (18)

where R = 1000 km and the coefficients an as listed in table 2 are used (NAV-functions).
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FIG. 11: Correlation curves in DMI-HIRLAM-G (upper), DMI-HIRLAM-E (middle) and DMI-HIRLAM-D (lower)
for RH2m, determined with the Hollingsworth–Lönnberg Method (figures to the left) and the NMC–Method
(figures to the right). Each curve represents a sample over one month. The thick solid curve (NAV) represents
the function described by Navascues (1997), the horizontal dotted line depicts e�1. For details see text.

One difference between the application of the Hollingsworth–Lönnberg Method and the NMC–Me-
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thod is, that the number of points used for the correlation calculations usually is significantly higher
in the latter. This is the reason for the NMC-curves behaving more smoothly than the HLM-curves.

TAB. 2: Coefficients used in the NAV-functions of equation (18).

Parameter a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6

T2m 0:69 �2:27 4:43 �6:43 5:11 �1:53
RH2m 0:69 �3:30 5:98 �4:37 0:47 0:53

As can be seen from the figures 10 and 11, the HLM-curves and the NMC-curves show a tendency
towards smaller correlation values with increasing model resolution. This will be investigated quan-
titatively in the next sub-section.

The correspondence of both the HLM-curves and the NMC-curves to the NAV-functions is in general
good for both T2m and RH2m. The curves from DMI-HIRLAM-G show larger correlations for a certain
distance than the NAV-functions (figures 10 and 11 upper), while the curves from DMI-HIRLAM-D
show lower correlation values (figures 10 and 11 lower). The correlations from DMI-HIRLAM-E are
represented best by the NAV-functions (figures 10 and 11 middle).

The NMC-curves generally tend to have higher correlation values at large distances than the HLM-
curves do. This becomes especially clear in the curves from DMI-HIRLAM-G and DMI-HIRLAM-E
(figures 10 and 11 upper and middle right-hand side). This effect may reflect the special charac-
ter of the NMC–Method that two forecast fields are correlated. Both fields are based on the model
representation of the atmospheric equations and are based on the same approximations and param-
eterizations. These correlations remain even for large distances.

3.4.3 Scale estimations

We will now try to make an estimation for the correlation distance scales by determining the distance
d, where cr reaches a value of e�1. This value is chosen, because the correlation curves behave like an
e-function, and because the calculated curves do not descend clearly to zero at the large distances.
Thus, the e�1-value is regarded as to represent the main character of the curves best, what the
distance scale is concerned.

The e�1-distance is estimated for each parameter, model and method by determination of an av-
erage over the months. It is summarized in table 3. In the case of the NMC-curves for RH2m in
DMI-HIRLAM-E, the curves for January and February where excluded because of their erroneous
behaviour (figure 11 middle to right).

The tendency towards smaller distances with increasing model resolution is clearly pronounced
in table 3 for both parameters and by both methods. The correspondence of the scales between
the Hollingsworth–Lönnberg Method and the NMC–Method is quite good, which indicates that the
the assumptions connected with the NMC–Method are permissible, and that the NMC–Method is a
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TAB. 3: Estimation of the distances in km, from which the correlations are dropped down to by a factor of
1=e. The estimations for the models are based on the respective averages over the monthly values, which are
taken from the curves of figures 10 and 11. Further details are outlined in the text.

Method Parameter DMI-HIRLAM-G DMI-HIRLAM-E DMI-HIRLAM-D

Lönnberg–Hollingsworth T2m 276 204 189
RH2m 232 182 137

NMC T2m 316 220 203
RH2m 250 177 131

sufficient alternative to the Hollingsworth–Lönnberg Method. A closer look at the table reveals that
the NMC-estimated scales are slightly larger than the corresponding HLM-estimated scales. This
could be due to the linear assumption made in the NMC–Method. Due to this assumption, the error
correlation scales are independent of forecast length. However, as pointed out by Bengtsson and
Gustafsson (1971), this scale actually increases with forecast length. In this study, we use 36 hour
and 12 hour forecasts to estimate background error with the NMC–Method, while 6 hour forecasts
and observations are used with the Hollingsworth–Lönnberg Method. Some corrections may be
needed to account for the linear assumption when the NMC–Method is used.

Another reason for differences between the scales from the Hollingsworth–Lönnberg Method and
the NMC–Method is that the observation error �r is not a constant. Observations from coastal areas
are for example less representative than observations from the interior, which increases �r for these
observations. Including these observation in the Hollingsworth–Lönnberg Method has an influence
on the renormalization of the HLM-curves (section 2.4). It reduces the renormalization factors
and thus the scales. However, an exclusion of all coastal observations, which make up 43% of the
observations used in the Hollingsworth–Lönnberg Method, would increase the uncertainty of the
statistics in appropriately.

If we compare the scales from DMI-HIRLAM-G with those from DMI-HIRLAM-D, there is a reduction
of about 30 % in the scale for T2m with respect to the low resolution model, regarding the values of
the Hollingsworth–Lönnberg Method (table 3). The reduction for RH2m is larger and approximately
40 %.

The reduction is not necessarily linear to the increase in horizontal grid resolution. Concerning
T2m, the scale for the 1=e–value changes much more between DMI-HIRLAM-G and DMI-HIRLAM-E
than it does between DMI-HIRLAM-E and DMI-HIRLAM-D. Approximate proportional behaviour of
the characteristic scale with respect to horizontal grid resolution is found, on the other hand, for
RH2m. Depending on the parameter, horizontal grid resolution thus is not exclusively influencing
the extend to which certain meteorological scales are represented in the model. Another important
role may play the parameterization schemes used in the model. This will however not be followed
up further in this report.
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4 Comments on the current HIRLAM surface analysis scheme

Using the results presented in the previous sections, we now have a brief re-assessment on the study
by Sattler et al. (2000). The following paragraphs will relate the first application of the HIRLAM
surface analysis scheme at DMI, which was performed by Sattler et al. (2000), with respect to the
structure function evaluations from above.

4.1 Error standard deviation

Within the work of Sattler et al. (2000), the following estimations for the error standard deviation
were used:

Parameter Background Observation

T2m 2.0 K 0.5 K
RH2m 22 % 10 %

The renormalization factors used in the analysis can be derived from equation (15). They are

�2b
�2b + �2r

= 0:941 for T2m

and
�2b

�2b + �2r
= 0:829 for RH2m

respectively. These values are significantly higher than the factors found during the scaling of the
correlation curves from the Hollingsworth–Lönnberg Method in section 3.4.2, listed in table 4. They
indicate that too large background errors were used by Sattler et al. (2000). Repeating the surface
analysis with corrected background error standard deviation is recommended by the present study.

TAB. 4: Monthly renormalization factors for the correlation curves determined with the Hollingsworth–Lönn-
berg Method for T2m and RH2m, valid for DMI-HIRLAM-G, DMI-HIRLAM-E and DMI-HIRLAM-D. The rightmost
column includes the values used by Sattler et al. (2000) for DMI-HIRLAM-D.

Parameter Model January February March April May June Applied

T2m DMI-HIRLAM-G 0.421 0.512 0.497 0.509 0.399 0.480 –
DMI-HIRLAM-E 0.446 0.456 0.535 0.487 0.371 0.439 –
DMI-HIRLAM-D 0.823 0.701 0.754 0.732 0.646 0.719 0.941

RH2m DMI-HIRLAM-G 0.416 0.415 0.401 0.403 0.352 0.388 –
DMI-HIRLAM-E 0.456 0.435 0.471 0.438 0.418 0.376 –
DMI-HIRLAM-D 0.765 0.664 0.661 0.692 0.636 0.708 0.829
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It should be noted, however, that the calculations of the renormalization factors are based on cor-
relations, which include observations from coastal areas. As mentioned in the previous section, �r
is is larger for such observations than it is for inland observations. Thus it can be expected that the
renormalization factors become larger when applying the Hollingsworth–Lönnberg Method by using
only observations from the interior. An experiment, where all coastal observations (about 43% of
the observations) were excluded really confirms this for DMI-HIRLAM-G and DMI-HIRLAM-E (table
5). Is was not possible to show the effect for DMI-HIRLAM-D, because the number of remaining
observations was too little in order to assure a useful statistics.

TAB. 5: Same as in table 4 for DMI-HIRLAM-G and DMI-HIRLAM-E, but with coastal observations excluded
when applying the Hollingsworth–Lönnberg Method. Values for DMI-HIRLAM-D are not shown, because the
are not enough remaining observations in order to represent a good statistics.

Parameter Model January February March April May June

T2m DMI-HIRLAM-G 0.713 0.676 0.671 0.640 0.594 0.671
DMI-HIRLAM-E 0.694 0.653 0.705 0.709 0.696 0.593

RH2m DMI-HIRLAM-G 0.599 0.543 0.549 0.567 0.532 0.591
DMI-HIRLAM-E 0.598 0.572 0.547 0.553 0.539 0.550

4.2 Correlation scale

Another comparison concerns the distance scale of the correlation curves. The correlation parame-
terizations used in the surface analysis scheme (equation (18)) are plotted together with the corre-
lation curves in figures 10 and 11. The e�1-distance calculates to 254 km for T2m and 151 km for
RH2m. Comparing this with the values from the Hollingsworth–Lönnberg Method shown in table
3, we can see that the value for T2m lies between the scale of DMI-HIRLAM-G and DMI-HIRLAM-E,
closest to DMI-HIRLAM-G. The value for RH2m is between DMI-HIRLAM-E and DMI-HIRLAM-D, where
closer to the scale of DMI-HIRLAM-D. This conflicts with the speculation of Sattler et al. (2000) that
the rather poor analysis of especially RH2m for cases dominated by local effects is due to the struc-
ture functions being only valid for larger scales. There are, however, two points which must be
taken into account: Firstly, the time intervals do not coincide. Sattler et al. (2000) applied the anal-
ysis from the end of April to the middle of August. A comparison should be made at a later stage
when data from the summer months are available. Secondly, the surface analysis scheme makes use
of the box method (Lorenc 1981), which determines several analysis increments for a certain point.
These values are combined in an averaging process (Källén 1996) and may have a smoothing effect
on the analysis field.
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5 Conclusions

The above results suggest an adaptation of the isotropic structure function for both 2 meter temper-
ature and relative humidity when increasing the horizontal grid resolution of the background fields.
Regarding the increase in resolution from 0.45 Æ to 0.05 Æ in DMI-HIRLAM, this adaptation should
result in a reduction of the characteristic distance scale by approximately 30 % in the case of 2 meter
temperature, and approximately 40 % in the case of 2 meter relative humidity. It is important to
note that the reduction is not necessarily proportional to the increase in horizontal grid resolution.
The relations depend on the regarded parameter.

The structure functions for 2 meter temperature and relative humidity depend on surface properties
like land–sea contrast and elevation. There is a tendency towards less correlation over land for 2
meter temperature and for both parameters at the coast, which is due to the enhanced presence of
local effects induced by strong surface contrasts. The significant drop in background error correlation
at coastal areas indicates the importance of including a different treatment of such areas within a
surface analysis scheme.

The results indicate that the NMC–Method is an appropriate alternative to the Hollingsworth–Lönn-
berg Method, which means that observation data can be avoided when determining isotropic struc-
ture functions. However, minor corrections in the obtained correlation scales may be needed. The
results also suggest a decrease in the correlations towards summer time. Seasonal changes should
be taken into account by the surface analysis in the future.

Concerning the HIRLAM surface analysis scheme, it is possible to apply it on high resolution back-
ground data like from DMI-HIRLAM-D, the structure functions should, however, be adapted. A further
investigation of the HIRLAM surface analysis scheme is in this connection desirable. It would also be
of interest, how the structure functions for other parameters behave when increasing the horizontal
resolution of the background fields.
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A List of Symbols

bij background error covariance between point i and j

cr correlation in general
cr;l correlation of background – observation (Hollingsworth–Lönnberg)
cr;n correlation of 12h – 36h forecasts (NMC–Method)
cr;s cr;l scaled
d distance
h elevation height
i; j indices of a grid point or observation location
L Length scale
fl land fraction
rij observation error covariance between point i and j

sij sum of b6hij and rij

xb6, xb12, xb36 background value from 6h, 12h and 36h respectively
xb6corr background value with bias correction
xr observed value
xt true value
�xmax quality control limit
�b background error
�r observation error
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YLHZ DQG VRPH SUHOLPLQDU\ UHVXOWV ZLWK WKH

'(50$ PRGHO

1R� ����

0HWWH 'DKO 0RUWHQVHQ�1RQ�OLQHDU KLJK UHVROX�

WLRQ LQYHUVLRQ RI UDGLR RFFXOWDWLRQ GDWD

1R� ����

6WLJ 6\QGHUJDDUG� 5HWULHYDO DQDO\VLV DQG PHWKR�

GRORJLHV LQ DWPRVSKHULF OLPE VRXQGLQJ XVLQJ WKH

*166 UDGLR RFFXOWDWLRQ WHFKQLTXH

1R� ����

-XQ 6KH� -DFRE :RJH 1LHOVHQ�2SHUDWLRQDO ZD�

YH IRUHFDVWV RYHU WKH %DOWLF DQG 1RUWK 6HD

1R� ����

+HQULN )HGGHUVHQ�0RQWKO\ WHPSHUDWXUH IR�

UHFDVWV IRU 'HQPDUN � VWDWLVWLFDO RU G\QDPLFDO"

1R� ����

3� 7KHMOO� .� /DVVHQ� 6RODU IRUFLQJ RI WKH

1RUWKHUQ KHPLVSKHUH DLU WHPSHUDWXUH� QHZ GDWD

1R� �����

7RUEHQ 6WRFNIOHW -¡UJHQVHQ� $NVHO :DOO¡H

+DQVHQ� &RPPHQW RQ ³9DULDWLRQ RI FRVPLF UD\

IOX[ DQG JOREDO FRYHUDJH � D PLVVLQJ OLQN LQ VRODU�

FOLPDWH UHODWLRQVKLSV´ E\ +HQULN 6YHQVPDUN DQG

(LJLO )ULLV�&KULVWHQVHQ

1R� �����

0HWWH 'DKO 0HLQFNH� ,QYHUVLRQ PHWKRGV IRU DW�

PRVSKHULF SURILOLQJ ZLWK *36 RFFXOWDWLRQV

1R� �����

%HQ]RQ� +DQV�+HQULN� 2OVHQ� /DXVW� 6LPXODWL�

RQV RI FXUUHQW GHQVLW\ PHDVXUHPHQWV ZLWK D )DUD�

GD\ &XUUHQW 0HWHU DQG D PDJQHWRPHWHU

1R� �����

+¡HJ� 3�� /HSSHOPHLHU� *�$&(� $WPRVSKHUH

&OLPDWH ([SHULPHQW� SURSRVHUV RI WKH PLVVLRQ

1R� �����

+¡HJ� 3�� )$&(�,7� )LHOG�$OLJQHG &XUUHQW ([SH�

ULPHQW LQ WKH ,RQRVSKHUH DQG 7KHUPRVSKHUH

1R� �����

$OODQ *URVV� 6XUIDFH R]RQH DQG WURSRVSKHULF

FKHPLVWU\ ZLWK DSSOLFDWLRQV WR UHJLRQDO DLU TXDOLW\

PRGHOLQJ� 3K' WKHVLV

1R� �����

+HQULN 9HGHO� &RQYHUVLRQ RI :*6�� JHRPHWULF

KHLJKWV WR 1:3 PRGHO +,5/$0 JHRSRWHQWLDO

KHLJKWV

1R� �����

-pU{PH &KHQHYH]� $GYHFWLRQ H[SHULPHQWV ZLWK

'0,�+LUODP�7UDFHU

1R� �����

1LHOV /DUVHQ� 3RODU VWUDWRVSKHULF FORXGV PLFUR�

SK\VLFDO DQG RSWLFDO PRGHOV

1R� �����

$OL[ 5DVPXVVHQ� -HQV +DYVNRY 6¡UHQVHQ� 1LHOV

:RHWPDQQ 1LHOVHQ� %MDUQH $PVWUXS� 8QFHU�

WDLQW\ RI PHWHRURORJLFDO SDUDPHWHUV IURP '0,�

+,5/$0



1R� �����

$�/� 0RUR]RYD� 6RODU DFWLYLW\ DQG (DUWK¶V ZHD�

WKHU� (IIHFW RI WKH IRUFHG DWPRVSKHULF WUDQVSDUHQ�

F\ FKDQJHV RQ WKH WURSRVSKHUH WHPSHUDWXUH SURILOH

VWXGLHG ZLWK DWPRVSKHULF PRGHOV

1R� �����

1LHOV /DUVHQ� %M¡UQ 0� .QXGVHQ� 0LFKDHO

*DXVV� *LRYDQQL 3LWDUL� (IIHFWV IURP KLJK�VSHHG

FLYLO WUDIILF DLUFUDIW HPLVVLRQV RQ SRODU VWUDWRVSKH�

ULF FORXGV

1R� �����

6¡UHQ $QGHUVHQ� (YDOXDWLRQ RI 660�, VHD LFH DO�

JRULWKPV IRU XVH LQ WKH 6$) RQ RFHDQ DQG VHD LFH�

-XO\ ����

1R� �����

&ODXV 3HWHUVHQ� 1LHOV :RHWPDQQ 1LHOVHQ�

'LDJQRVLV RI YLVLELOLW\ LQ '0,�+,5/$0

1R� �����

(ULN %XFK� $ PRQRJUDSK RQ WKH SK\VLFDO RFHD�

QRJUDSK\ RI WKH *UHHQODQG ZDWHUV

1R� �����

0� 6WHIIHQVHQ� 6WDELOLW\ LQGLFHV DV LQGLFDWRUV

RI OLJKWQLQJ DQG WKXQGHU

1R� �����

%MDUQH $PVWUXS� .ULVWLDQ 6� 0RJHQVHQ�

;LDQJ�<X +XDQJ� 8VH RI *36 REVHUYDWLRQV LQ

DQ RSWLPXP LQWHUSRODWLRQ EDVHG GDWD DVVLPLODWLRQ

V\VWHP

1R� �����

0DGV +YLG 1LHOVHQ� '\QDPLVN EHVNULYHOVH RJ

K\GURJUDILVN NODVVLILNDWLRQ DI GHQ M\VNH N\VWVWU¡P

�,Q SUHVV�

1R� �����

.ULVWLDQ 6� 0RJHQVHQ� -HVV 8� -¡UJHQVHQ�

%MDUQH $PVWUXS� ;LDRKXD <DQJ DQG ;LDQJ�<X

+XDQJ� 7RZDUGV DQ RSHUDWLRQDO LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ

RI +,5/$0 �'�9$5 DW '0,


